Valois Village Transportation Assessment:
Active Modes of Transportation
Small-scale initiatives that can solve large-scale problems

Who We Are
The Table de Quartier Sud de l’Ouest-de-l’Île
(TQSOI) is a non-profit organization. As a community
council, we unite all citizens and individuals involved in
local community organizations, institutions, businesses
and political life, to improve the quality of life and
advance social development in the southern West Island.

What We Do
We foster cooperation for effective social
development by building connections between citizens,
community organizations, public institutions and elected
officials. We give a voice to the community, we identify
community needs and concerns, and we establish
collective priorities and actions.
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Summary

Preface
The purpose of the Valois Transportation Assessment is to explore opportunities to promote
active transportation in Valois Village and the surrounding neighborhood. The TQSOI seeks to
promote active transportation for two reasons:

01
02

The TQSOI has made it its goal to work on transportation as one of its five priorities.
As stated in the TQSOI’s Territorial Social Development Action Plan (2015), our
Transportation Dossier’s global objective is to promote the development of a wellintegrated transportation network in the southern West Island.
The Valois Transportation Assessment follows the City of Pointe-Claire’s 2017
Special Planning Program (SPP) for Valois Village. A major orientation of the SPP is
to create a safe, comfortable environment conducive to active lifestyles. This
represents an opportunity for the TQSOI to participate in actions that follow the
implementation of the SPP. As such, the TQSOI sought to assess the active
transportation needs of Valois residents through activities that collect their
viewpoints, as well as to discover small-scale initiatives that can enhance the active
transportation experience in Valois Village.

Research Phases:
Phase 1: Setting the stage

Introduction

The inital phase of this assessment included a review of
background conditions in Valois Village. Two key references were
the 2016 MOBA report “Portrait de la mobilité dans l’Ouest-del’Île de Montréal et recommandations” and Convercité’s
“Summary of the Valois Village Analysis” from the same year.
Select data was brought up to date with Statistics Canada 2016
census products. We also conducted a literature review of active
transportation and its benefits.

Phase 2: Gathering citizen viewpoints
The second phase collected public opinions about active
transportation in Valois through participatory activities. These
included a community survey, an exploratory walk, and a
community pop-up event. The community survey lasted two
weeks between June 23rd and July 9th, 2019. The exploratory
walk was held by the City of Pointe-Claire on Thursday, July 4th,
2019. On Wednesday, August 14th, 2019, the TQSOI hosted the
Valois Village Community Pop-Up during which residents were
provided an opportunity to create “complete streets” and reflect
on the streetscape of Valois Village.

Phase 3: Discovering opportunities
Phase 3 focused on identifying opportunities for promoting active
transportation in Valois Village based on the information gathered
from Phases 1 and 2. We also conducted research about tactical
urbanism and the techniques of implementation. From here, we
came up with five recommendations addressing the issues and
challenges reported by local residents.
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Active transportation can be defined as self-propelled or selfempowered modes of transportation, which include cycling,

walking, or other non-motorized means of travelling
(Government of Canada website). Active transportation is a subset
of alternative transportation. Alternative transportation describes
methods of travel other than single-driver, private automobiles,
such as public transit, carpooling, and car sharing (European
Commission website). Typically, to access public transit and
carpooling services, people need to incorporate walking or cycling
into their travel. Therefore, these services are also relevant to active
mobility.

Active Transportation

What is active transportation?
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As a society, relying on the private automobile as the main mode
of transportation results in urban sprawl, hefty infrastructure costs, and
greenhouse gas emissions. Meanwhile, adopting active transportation
benefits the environment, economy, community, and public

health.

Environmental Benefits
01

Active transportation, especially when integrated with public transit or other collective
transportation services, can be a viable alternative to the private automobile. This can
effectively curtail the consumption of fossil fuels, thus, reducing air pollutants and

greenhouse gas emissions (Xia T. et al. 2013).

02

Moving away from private automobiles can help mitigate the Urban Heat Island
Effect by decreasing heat emissions and by reducing the amount of asphalt surfaces,
especially from parking (Government of Quebec 2009).

03

Opting for active transportation reduces the demand for road expansion, which protects
valuable green spaces from exploitation.

04

Active transportation produces much less waste than automobiles. For example, cars
require regular replacements of parts and components. On the other hand, walking
releases virtually zero waste into the environment (Xia T. et al. 2013).

1. Borough Plateau Mont-Royal, City of Montreal
2. City of Copenhagen. Copenhagen City of Cyclists: Bicycle account 2010. 2011
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Economic Benefits
01
02
03

The cost of constructing and maintaining road infrastructure is constantly on the rise
and represents an enormous expense in government budgets. Montreal itself
dedicated $332.5 million to road protection in 2018, plus another $10 million for
minor repairs of cracks and patches. Reducing the frequency of automobile usage
would allow governments to allocate more money to other vital areas of governance.
(Gyulai L. 2018).
Destinations that are accessible and attractive to pedestrians and cyclists promote
local businesses. Pedestrians and cyclists are much more likely to visit local shops
compared to drivers due to the proximity and the speed of travel (Alberta Center of
Active Living 2017).
Prioritising active transportation can decrease traffic congestion. Traffic congestion
incurred a total cost of $2.3- $3.7 billion for the nine largest Canadian cities in
2006 (Alberta Center of Active Living 2017).

04

It costs $0.58/km to operate a car, compared to $0.06/km to a cycle. Walking is
free. As such, active transportation represents an opportunity for improving personal
and household finance (Alberta Center of Active Living 2017).

05

Improvements to pedestrian and cyclist infrastructure, such as safer pedestrian
crossings and protected bike lanes, can reduce healthcare costs related to traffic
injuries and deaths (City of Toronto 1999).

Cost of Transportation

$0.58/km

$0.06/km

Free*
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Community Benefits
01

02

Environments that encourage active
transportation provide opportunities for
residents to engage in social encounters and
interactions, which is beneficial for
cultivating a strong sense of
community (Grey Bruce Public Health).

Active transportation is an affordable
alternative to travel, especially for residents
who do not have access to a vehicle. Safe
and accessible neighborhoods can allow the
whole community to benefit from a more

inclusive and livable environment
(U.S Department of Transportation
website).

Rue Sainte-Denis, Montreal

03

Decreasing the usage of cars allows for the conversion of on-street parking and parking lots
into public spaces, and public spaces promote communal life (Joseph Rowntree
Foundation 2007).

The Village, Montreal
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The risk of obesity increases by
6% for each hour spent in a car
daily.
Transport Canada. Active Transportation in Canada: A resource and planning guide.

Health and Safety Benefits

01

Active transportation helps to create healthier communities by promoting physical
activity amongst local residents, which can reduce the risk of several chronic
diseases and prevent early death. Physical activity is also linked to improvements
of psychological well-being (Alberta Center of Active Living 2017).

02

Prioritising active transportation through policies and urban designs, such as traffic
calming measures, decreases the rate of collisions and car-related injuries. (U.S
Department of Transportation). Furthermore, as more people use active
transportation, collective safety also increases. The “safety in numbers” effect
describes that places with a higher concentration of active commuters tend to have
lower rates of road injuries (Jacobsen L. 2015).
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Valois Village
Valois Neighborhood (Valois)
This active transportation assessment covers two geographical
zones. The first one is Valois Village, which is depicted in red on the
map, and it is the zone targeted by the City’s Special Planning Program
(SPP). The second is the Valois neighborhood depicted in green, which
encompasses the population that is most likely to visit the village.
Valois is bordered on the south by Lakeshore Road, on the north by
Saint-Louis Avenue, on the east by Sources Boulevard and on the west
by Broadview Avenue. The orange area is the aggregate that best
corresponds to the census data provided by Statistics Canada. The 2016
census data of the Valois neighborhood in this assessment is calculated
by aggregating the data collected from each census dissemination area.

Protrait of Valois

Aggregated Dissemination Area
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2016 Census
In 2016, Valois was home to approximately 5362 residents. They represent about 17% of the
total population of Pointe-Claire. Compared to 2011, the population of Valois remained almost
identical in 2016. The average household size in Valois was 2.73 compared to 2.4 in Pointe-Claire.
The median income in Valois was $45,696 and the average income was $49,203; whereas, these
numbers were $51,488 and $38, 380, respectively, in Pointe-Claire. The unemployment rate in Valois
was 3.91 %, compared to 6.2% on average in Pointe-Claire. With respect to housing, approximately
80% of Valois residents are owner-occupiers and 20% are renters. The composition of different types
of housing is the following: detached houses (59%), apartments (24%), and other attached houses
(17%). In terms of immigration status, about 23.6% of Valois residents are immigrants, which is
consistent with the City’s average 25.3%. 14% of families in Valois are single-parent households, and
two-parent households represent around 46%. Similar to the rest of West Island, the majority (79%)
of residents in Valois use private automobiles to commute to work. Public transit commuters
represent 18% of the population. Only 2% of residents walk to work and another 1 % bicycle to work.

Summary of key statistics
Housing Type
Other
17%
Apartment
24%

Detached
houses
59%

Number of Residents

Housing Tenure
20%
Renter

Income

Median Income

80%

$45,696
Average Income

Owner-occupier

$49,203

Mode of commuting to work
Walking & Biking (3%)

5362

Transit

(18%)

Driving (79%)
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Context

Methods

01

A community survey involving 38 respondents;

02

An exploratory walk organized by the City of PointeClaire from Donegani Ave to Saint-Louis Ave;

03

A community pop-up event where residents, including
children, participated in a street design activity and shared
their opinions.

Community Consultations

In light of the Valois Village SPP, this transportation assessment
aims to bring local residents’ viewpoints to the attention of decisionmakers at the municipal level. This assessment employed several
methods to collect relevant information, including a community survey,
exploratory walk, and pop-up event. Through these activities, we gained
a better understanding of Valois residents’ day-to-day travelling
behaviours and their perceptions of the issues in transportation.
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Valois Active Transportation Survey
The survey was divided into four main sections; each consisting of a set of relevant questions. The
first section collected respondents’ personal backgrounds, such as age, gender, residence and family status.
The second section collected respondents’ travelling patterns in Valois Village and asked questions about their
most frequently visited and avoided streets. The third section was focused on active transportation in Valois
Village, including people’s walking and biking habits, their perceptions of barriers to active transportation, and
suggestions for improvements. The last section prompted the respondents to provide their visions for active
transportation in Valois Village. Responses were collected online through Google Forms and through face-toface surveys. The survey lasted for two weeks between June 23 until July 9, 2019.

A total of 38 responses were collected. 64.9% of the respondents were women and 35.1% were
men. The age distribution of the respondents is depicted below.
2.8%

What is your
age group?

13.9%

25%

Under 18

19.4%

18 - 29
30 - 41
42 - 53
54 - 65

16.7%
22.2%

65 & over
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When asked about their means of
transportation in Valois Village (more than one
response was allowed), respondents indicated
private automobile as their most used mode of
transportation, followed by walking, cycling, and
public transit. 72% of these respondents indicated
Donegani Avenue as their most frequently used
street. Yet, when asked if there is a particular street
that they tend to avoid, many respondents cited
Donegani Avenue as well. Their complaints about
this street included the lack of pedestrian and
cyclist infrastructure, fast traffic speed, traffic
congestion, and uninviting streetscape.

Reasons for
avoiding certain
streets in Valois

4

Lack of
bike lanes

4
Loitering

10
Lack of
sidewalks,
signals or
crosswalks

10
High
speeding
cars

8

4

10
Heavy
traffic

Indirect/out
of the
way

Feel unsafe
travelling

Uninviting or run
down
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In the third section, the respondents were asked what incentivizes them to walk in Valois
Village: “What best describes your [walking] habits on a daily basis in Valois Village? (Choose all
that Apply)”. The top four answers were recreation, mobility, health, and to access public transit.
What’s your walking habits in Valois Village?

9
Lack of traffic
calming
measures

8
Lack of
amenities

6
Lack of
sidewalks,
poor sidewalks

Issues
walking in
Valois

They were also asked to report challenges
and difficulties that they face when walking in
Valois Village. Their responses were
categorized by extracting key terms for each
broader category, (e.g. the poor sidewalks
category consisted of any criticism made with
regards to sidewalks). The most popular
category mentioned was the lack of traffic
calming measures. This category consisted of
all concerns about traffic speed and road
signage.
Respondents also reported poor
sidewalks and the lack of street amenities.
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Examples of Responses

“No one stops at stop signs.
The crosswalk at Donegani
and Prince Edward is badly
placed and dangerous to
cross at as it's hard for cars to
see it when traveling West.”

“Sidewalks are in poor shape.
No benches to take a break.”

“Cars don't stop at
pedestrian crossings, more
signage and light signals
should be considered for the
safety of pedestrians.”

The respondents were asked to provide
suggestions for resolving these issues. Some
responses include “more business development,
including local shops, cafes and restaurants, and
more artwork to make the area more visually
appealing” and “Better sidewalks, more benches,
bike station to lock bikes, and signage.”

14
Increase of
amenities

Citizens walking
needs in Valois

6
Improve
sidewalks

9
Increase
traffic
calming

Similarly, road safety and comfort are
major concerns for cyclists in the Valois
Village. Insufficient bike paths, lack

o f c o n n e c t i v i t y, a n d l a c k o f
protection from vehicular traffic
were the most mentioned challenges for
biking in the village. Several respondents
also reported the need for more bike racks
at the train station and other public spaces
so that cyclists can stop and enjoy what the
village has to offer.
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Through an open-ended question, we wanted to explore what local residents in
Valois would like to see in the future.

“Definitely a separated, protected path /
sidewalk for non-motorists.”

“More buses that go straight from PointeClaire (via dxonegani) to Dorval.”

“Make it more fun! that will help get people
to stop driving through and actually stop and
enjoy it like Pointe Claire Village.”

“ Scooter rentals that operate like Bixi,
where you can dock them at various
locations around the valois area. In the
winter, a shuttle bus going between valois
village, pointe-claire plaza, and pointeclaire village every ~10 mins and only
stops at these locations.”

“A more inviting area, add some
flowers plants benches places where we
can actually sit.”

se
p

“If anything redesign the road so we can
have more merchants spaces and dvided
parking. Not just a clump on one side
on the very end. ”
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Exploratory Walk
The City of Pointe-Claire organized an exploratory
walk with residents and groups on July 4th, 2019,
which encompassed a total of 2.4 km from Donegani
Ave to Saint-Louis Ave and covered alleys and
recreational facilities in the area.
A common observation by the participants was the
lack of quality sidewalks, or sidewalks altogether.
Figure 1 is an example of many streets in the Valois
neighborhood where sidewalks are absent and
pedestrians have to share the road with motorized
vehicles. The lack of traffic calming measures was
also noted. For example, the speed limit in the school
zone around Lindsay Place High School is set at 40km/
h. It can be further decreased to 30km/h to protect
students from car-related injuries following SAAQ’s
recommendations (SAAQ). Participants also reported
poor amenities and street furniture, such as
lighting, benches, garbage bins and planters. Many
claimed that they were unaware of the existence of
neighborhood green spaces (figure 2 & 3).

Fig 3: Corner of Baie-De-Valois, entrance off the street. Author’s own image.

Fig 1: Ave Foxwood, Small Cul De Sac. Author’s own image.

Fig 2: Ave Charles, Small walking path. Author’s own image.
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Valois Village
Pop-Up Event
The TQSOI hosted the “Community Pop-Up’’
event at the Valois Train Station on August 14th
2019. The event attracted between 100 and 150 local
residents. Transportation was one of the key topics of
the event. Residents were provided with a unique
opportunity to learn from collective discussions
and activities facilitated by the TQSOI staff and
volunteers. The “Complete Streets” activity attracted
many residents to reimagine the street design of
Donegani Avenue. The objectives of this activity
include helping to build consensus on the future of
Donegani Avenue, an essential component of the
City’s SPP program, and to encourage local residents
to think about how street designs can promote a safer
and more active lifestyle. Specifically, magnetic
cards that depict different street functions and usages,
such as sidewalks, street trees, bike lanes, are
provided to small groups of participants. They used
these cards to create a street design for Donegani
Avenue.
Community members participating in the “Complete Street” activity

After the activity, the respondents were asked the following questions:
What modes of transportation are prioritized in the current road design of
Donegani Avenue? Which modes are not?
Do you feel comfortable and safe walking here? Cycling here? Or using an
assisted mobility device?
Does your design allow space for pedestrians, cars, and bikes to share the street?
Based on this exercise, what kind of changes would you like to see in Valois Village?
20

The results from the activity showed that many participants liked street designs that
support different modes of transportation (eg. pictures below). Protection of pedestrians and
cyclists from traffic using road dividers was a common theme in many creations. Street
amenities, such as trees, shrubs, benches, and lamp posts, were also highlighted.
Participants’ responses to the questions conveyed widespread dissatisfaction toward the
current state of the sidewalks along Donegani. They also have concerns about traffic speed
and pedestrian safety.

Examples of Residents’ creations

Residents noted the desire for a bike path that runs through the Village. Their opinions
about on-street parking varied. While some advocated removing all on-street parking to make
space for bike lanes, others pointed out that local businesses need parkings in front of their
stores. Other opinions included renovating building facades, making sidewalks and street
furniture more uniform, and developing more land for businesses, to make Donegani Avenue
more attractive to all residents in the West Island.
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Best Practices

Communities and neighborhoods supportive of walking and
cycling do not appear by accident. Active transportation in both small
towns and large cities can be enhanced through a combination of
infrastructural development, education, and incentives. An integrated
approach can stimulate a behavioral shift in the population. In light of
the opportunities provided by the City’s SPP for Valois Village, the
TQSOI recommends adopting practices of tactical urbanism in the early
phases of the program in order to examine the acceptability and
effectiveness of temporary interventions before constructing
permanent infrastructure. Tactical urbanism can be defined by short
term, temporary, inexpensive changes to the built environment,
sometimes in the form of pilot projects, that are a result of either a
citizen or city-led initiative. These initiatives may lead to larger, longterm goals. Often times, it is difficult to demonstrate ideas to citizens
without having them physically put in place for testing. Tactical
Urbanism enables this process.
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Tactical Urbanism
According to the Tactical Urbanism guide,
a four-phase development plan is best to follow
in order to reach long-term goals. Phase one is
demonstration, which consists of very basic
materials or templates that can be laid out as an
example. Public input is then recorded and
changes can be made moving to the second
phase. Phase two is the pilot project which is
expected to last at least a few months to allow
citizens to test it and determine whether the
project is effective and what can be improved.
Lydon M., Garcia A. (2015) A Tactical Urbanism How-To. In:
Tactical Urbanism. Island Press, Washington, DC

Phase three is interim design, and it is only conducted if phase two was a success. The equipment
used in this phase is more permanent and meant to last a year or so. Finally, phase four is the
implementation of long-term permanent structures. In this phase, the issues and imperfections from
citizen’s feedback in the previous phases should be already resolved.

Image from Tactical Urbanist’s Guide: http://tacticalurbanismguide.com
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Example 1

Using Planters to designate a protected bike lane can be easily implemented at a
relatively low cost, especially when planters are placed 8-ft apart as shown in the
image below. Planters, much like the ones shown in the image, can cost up to
$40 per unit and are meant for the pilot project phase.

Example 2

While narrowing intersections proves to reduce traffic speed (U.S
Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration (2014)),
it is expensive to reconstruct existing curbs. Tactical interventions, such
as using bright coloured paints and small bollards to define a curb
extension, can create a similar traffic calming effect at a much lower
cost.

Painted extension near a pedestrian crossing
https://streetsillustrated.seattle.gov/urban-design/adaptivedesign/
intersection-treatments/
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Valois is an ideal candidate for implementing tactical urban
interventions. The greatest concerns for active mobility in Valois
had to do with the following: traffic speed, lack of amenities (e.g.
benches, planters, bike racks) and poor infrastructure (e.g.
degrading sidewalks and lack of bike paths). These concerns can
lead to feelings of discomfort, insecurity, and even dread, which all
discourage residents from walking and biking in Valois. Tactical
urbanism can provide solutions to these issues at a relatively low
cost and facilitate community participation.

Bike stations covered by green roofs, Pinterest

Recommendations

Though road safety is key to promoting cycling in Valois Village,
providing secure, convenient parking for cyclists can retain
cyclists in the Village. Therefore, the TQSOI recommends that the
city increases the number of bike racks placed near cafes and
stores so as to retain cyclists in the streets of Valois, which will
benefit the local businesses.

The lack of urban furniture on Donegani Avenue generates a
negative impression of the area for both local residents and
visitors. Several respondents described the streetscape as
“uninviting”, “lifeless”, and “run-down”. To address this
challenge, adding uniform and multi-purpose street furniture along
Donegani will attract local and outside residents to spend time in
the village and subsequently, creating a convivial environment
where local businesses can flourish.
25

planters that also provide seating
https://www.flickr.com/photos/44436879@N08/4082021991/in/photostream/

Increasing the amount of greenery, especially trees, along Donegani provides natural shading
and enjoyment for pedestrians and cyclists. Furthermore, the increase in vegetation density
combates air pollution and mitigates the Urban Heat Island Effect. Therefore, the TQSOI
recommends adopting a pilot project in Valois Village that involves making streets and sidewalks
greener.

The current pedestrian infrastructure in Valois Village are not sufficient to create safe walking
experience in Valois. Citizens expressed many concerns about cars speeding through Donegani
Avenue and not yielding the right-of-way to pedestrians. The intersection between Donegani and
Prince-Edward raised major concerns because pedestrian traffic is busy during both morning and
evening rush hour. The TQSOI advocates more actions by the City to slow down traffic using tactical
urbanism measures at Valois’ busy intersections, such as painted curb extension and using more
visible paints for pedestrian crossings.

Painted curb extensions in Seatle
https://streetsillustrated.seattle.gov/urban-design/adaptive-design/intersection-treatments/
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The existing bike path along Donegani does not go through the core of Valois Village. Cyclists
are forced to share the road with motorists in the most commercialized section of Donegani Avenue.
This, in turn, deters cyclists from coming to the area, which has negative implications for street
vitality and local businesses. The TQSOI recommends that the City responds to citizens’ demand
and implement a continuous bike path through the village. This may be initiated as a pilot project
using a tactical urbanism method. Specifically, the pilot project could involve using planters to act
as a protective barrier between cyclists and drivers. This project would be quick and relatively
inexpensive to implement. The feedback from local residents can help paint a clearer picture of if a
permanent protected bike path along Donegani would be welcomed.

red: bike lane currently non-existent
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Summary

Summary of key points
Benefits of (promoting) active transportation

Environment
1) reduction in urban heat island effect
2) decrease in greenhouse gas emissions
3) protection of the natural landscape

Economy
1) reduction in the road construction and
maintenance costs;
2) increase in local economic activity;
3) decrease in costs related to lost productivity
in traffic congestion;
4) benefits for personal and household spending;
5) reduction of healthcare costs

10
Bike path connectivity

Health and Safety
1) increase in physical activities
2) improvement of psychological
well-being;
3) increased collective safety for
pedestrians and cyclists

Community
1) increase in social interactions and
the sense of community
2) higher neighborhood inclusivity
and liveability
3) increase in shared public spaces

14
Increase of
amenities

4
Increase
6
bike amenities Safer bike paths

Citizens walking
needs in Valois

6
Improve
sidewalk
s

9
Increase
traffic
calming
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Tactical Urbanism Processes and benefits

Temporary
low-cost

Permenant
collective action

participation

reversible

learning

Citizens’ Visions for Valois Village
Remove all parking spots on donegani, make bike lanes instead
Shared streets would allow more biking, walking, electric scooters
Make it pleasant to walk through Valois village get rid of Vilos pizza and other dumps and have the
businesses be open on Sunday's nothing is open so why would you want to ride your bike or walk
through
A more inviting area, add some flowers plants benches places where we can actually sit
Redesing the road so we can have more merchants spaces and divided parking
Definitely a separated, protected path / sidewalk for non-motorists.
More vegetation to provide shade, rest areas with colourful furniture to make it attractive to spend
time (and money) there.
Scooter rentals that operate like Bixi, where you can dock them at various locations around the
Valois area.
etc.
31

Our recommendations:
Extend the existing bike lane on Donegani across the Valois Village
Increase street foliage on Donegani by planting trees and other vegetations
Increase the quantity of bike racks on streets and in public areas
Invest in multi-functional urban furniture
Increase traffic calming measures, such as such as painted curb
extensions and using more visible paints for pedestrians crosswalks

Contact Us
114 Donegani Avenue, Pointe-Claire, QC, H9R2V4
Tel: 438-938-7764
Fax: 514-782-0777
Email: info@tqsoi.org

